CONTRACT FOR DRIVING PRIVILEGES BETWEEN
PARENT AND/OR GUARDIAN AND MINOR DRIVER
This contract shall be binding upon the minor driver and shall be executed between a minor
driver and the responsible party who shall sign State of Florida Responsibility Forms
pursuant to Florida State Statute 322.09 on behalf of said minor driver.
In consideration of the right to drive and other good and valuable rights, I, the undersigned minor
driver, hereby swear to the following:
1 I shall not read or respond or engage in using a smart device (any electronic communication or
other electronic device) for any purpose including but not limited to email, texting, social
media communication of any type while driving a vehicle.
2 I shall send a communication to each individual whom I am in communication with prior to
driving to advise them I shall not be available to read or respond until I have completed driving.
3 If I must use a smart device for any reason I agree to park the vehicle in a safe location and
place the vehicle in park before engaging any smart device.
4 I shall advise all passengers in my vehicle that they must remain buckled during all times while
the vehicle is not in park. They shall not physically fight or cause a disturbance in the vehicle
(fighting, throwing food, or other horsing around) in the vehicle is not in park.
5 I shall power off my smart device before driving and shall keep it off for all times while the
car is not in park if I lack the discipline to not engage in using said smart device.
6 I agree not to eat while driving.
7 I agree to avoid changing CDs or using any other device or book while driving and shall pull
the vehicle into a safe location and park said vehicle to engage in said activity.
8 If I am driving with passenger(s) I shall be permitted to authorize one individual to act as a
smart device manager and read/or respond, control the radio and manage other passengers
behavior and compliance with the rules of driving as noted here. I shall, however, continue to
be ultimately responsible for the safety of my passengers.
9 I agree to end all conversations and/or texting with individuals whom I determine to be driving
at the time of our communication in order to protect them and their passengers.
10 I agree to share responsibility for driving safely while I am a passenger. I shall prohibit the
driver from engaging in unsafe behavior as noted above whenever possible. I shall as soon as
practicable remove myself from any vehicle when the driver is engaging or allowing others to
engage in unsafe behavior.
This contract is executed this ____ day of _______________, 20___ with the full awareness and
understand that the undersigned’s driving privileges are reliant upon compliance with these rules
and shall be retractable by my parent(s)/guardian upon any breach these conditions.
_________________________________________________
Print minor driver name _____________________________
_________________________________________________
Print parent/guardian name ___________________________

